             

    
    
     
        
    
     
              
 
       










Centurion delivers a complete line of
contemporary cutting tools, watering
products, gloves & garden accessories.
We understand today’s market is tough,
that is why we offer the best value without
sacrificing the quality, on time and on budget
...

Now that’s cutting edge!

DIGGING

5PC
GARDEN

Features comfortable soft cushion grips.
Solid all-steel construction.
Ergonomic soft grip handles have a thumb rest that
allows the user to easily push or pull the tools
into a variety of different soils.
One-piece construction will not bend or break, and a handle
hole provides convenient hanging storage.
Sold in bag as set.
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Cultivator

#165

Transplanter

Trowel

#164

#165

#166

All-aluminum die cast construction
Lightweight and ergonomic handle reduces hand
and wrist fatigue
Grips offer excellent comfort and non-slip control
Designed with hanging hole for easy storage

#166

#159

MULTI-PURPOSE GARDEN KNIFE

The perfect multi-purpose digging, planting and cutting tool for the garden.

Comfortable
-Mushroom shaped handle end is perfect for pushing and tamping soil.

Sharp
-Easily cuts through soil roots, & more! Ideal for dividing plants.

Forked Tip
-Digs deep to uproot weeds and dandelions.

Durable
-Nylon sheath with convenient belt loop

Transplanting trowel

Weed lifter

Saw to cut through
small roots

String / Twine cutter

Honed edge for easing
plants out of pots
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FIBERGLASS
SHOVEL 26 "
Comfort D-Grip handle

Rivetless,
crimped-steel collar ring

#389

#761

Thick fiberglass handle

Durable tempered steel blade
Strong hammerstone
finish for better durability
Round Point metal head
with foot rest
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Square metal head
with foot rest

WATERING

#2

FIREMAN
HOSE NOZZLE
Flow Control

-Quick on/off Lever
-Greater flow control
-Less hand fatigue

Comfortable

-Insulated handle
-Non-slip - contour grip

#846

NOZZLE VALUE PACK

2 PIECE 7-WAY & TWIST WATERING NOZZLES
The nozzle control knobs can adjust water flow for each
pattern without the need to turn down tap pressure
Rust & leak resistant design
Insulated, heavy duty non-slip
rubber grip handle
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Lever style for
smooth flow control
- less hand fatigue

#56

17" WATERING WAND
& MULTI-PATTERN NOZZLE

17” Watering wand

8-Pattern all-purpose
spray settings

Easy to operate
thumb control for water flow
7-Pattern all-purpose
spray settings
Ergonomic handle with
non-slip grip
Intuitive trigger design
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#1741
DIAL-n-SPRAY

10-WAY
PLASTIC
NOZZLE

PLASTIC
NOZZLE

Non-Slip

Non-Slip

Comfortable

Comfortable

- Contour grip

- Insulated handle
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#1742
TWIST-n-SPRAY

- Contour grip

- Insulated handle

#814
8-Way Multi-Pattern

NOZZLE
Comfortable

-Insulated cushion grip handle

Easy

-Simply twist nozzle head to
change spray patterns

25ft. Auto-Recoil

HOSE
Convenient

- Hose extends to 25 feet

Compact

- Hose automatically retracts
to 16 inches for easy storage
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CUTTING

#1299
ByPass Pruner

”

Fully hardened blade
with non-stick coating
High tension spring
give great bounce back
after each cut

Easy - open lock

#194
ByPass Pruner

Razor sharp stainless steel blade

Easy press open lock

”

Wide soft TPR palm
rest area for
maximum comfort

Protective loop handle
protects your fingers
when pruning & trimming.
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#201

STAINLESS STEEL PRECISION SNIP
2-PACK VALUE SET
Ergonomic one finger
easy push locking system
The curved blade improves
reach & precision

Straight blade allows user
to make precise cuts,
while trimming & shaping.
Fully hardened stainless
steel blade
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Lightweight TPR
non-slip soft grip handle

#188

GRASS SHEARS
4 ” BLADES

Blades rotate 360° for added
comfort and control around flower
and plant beds.

Sharp

 

Comfortable
-Rotating blades cut at any angle.

Hold grip and twist blades to
quickly adjust angle

#215

FOLDING SAW
7” BLADE
Sharp
-Hardened high carbon steel saw blade.

Blade folds into handle
for safe storage

Comfortable
-Cushion grip handle.

Fast
-TripleKut tooth design for smooth pruning cuts
on pull stroke.
Saw blade locks in two open
positions to enable overhand
cuts and undercuts with
maximum power and control.
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#75

#76

TELESCOPIC
HEDGE SHEAR

TELESCOPIC
LOPPER

9” BLADES

DOUBLE GEAR
Double gear mechanism
gives up to 3X more cutting power

Wavy blade design for better cutting
Non-stick coating prevent
sap and gum build up

Handle extends from 26” to 32”

Easy press and release
telescopic locking system
Fully hardened
Non-stick coating
can cut up to 1 ”

BACK

Easy press and release
telescopic locking system

Big Jaw and curved design
prevents branches from
moving while cutting
Handle extends from 27” to 33”
Comfort non-slip TPR handle
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#266

ANVIL
LOPPER
27”

4X LINK-FORCE
Anvil blade for dry, dead wood
4 point lever design - reduces
cutting effort
Comfortable, cushion grip handles
Hardened non-stick blades

#267

STRONG
PRECISION
BYPASS LOPPER

27”

Bypass BladeBest for green growing branches

ComfortableAnti-slip cushion grip handles

SharpHardened non-stick steel blade

StrongTubular steel handles
cushion bumper
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#1222

COMBO GARDEN TOOL SET

24”BYPASS LOPPER
24”

Comfortable foam grip

Ergonomic elliptical metal handle

Fully hardened
steel blade
FRONT

1 ”
BACK
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3-PIECE

8” WAVY BLADE HEDGE SHEAR
21”

Shock absorbing
bumper reduces strain
Non-slip PVC foam grip

8" BYPASS PRUNER

8” steel wavy blade

PVC non-slip cover to glove you more grip
Drop forged body and handle

BACK

”

8”

FRONT

High carbon steel with
ultra-fine polishing
technology

Easy one finger large
flip open lock
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#592

2-PC LADIES MINI
LIGHTWEIGHT CUTTING SET

Fully hardened
non-stick coating

FRONT

16”

4 point
LINK-FORCETM drive reduces cutting effort

Ultra lightweight handle reduces
arm and wrist fatigue

BACK
21

ACCESSORIES

#489

BIG
BAG
LEAF AND LAWN CLEANUP
Heavy-Duty
Puncture resistant
Reusable
Easy-carry reinforced handles
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#822
POLYESTER

POP-UP BAG

Comfortable
-Reinforced easy-carry handles
Compact
-Fold flat storage
Durable
-Puncture resistant sidewalls
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#1206

HAND RAKE

Perfect Grasp – Easy Clean Up
Quickly pick up leaves, grass clippings,
untouchable objects and garden debris.
SAFE
Keep hands safe from cuts
& scratches.
Pick up piles of leaves, pine
needles, trash & other
untouchable objects.

EASY

Picks up perfect amount each
time to easily fit inside
receptacles or yard bags.
Lock

STRONG

Heavy-Duty plastic construction.
Easy storage.
Unlock

#542

ADJUSTABLE METAL LEAF RAKE
Adjustable width 7" to 22" rake head
Adjusts to narrow widths to maneuver better in tight places
Telescopic steel handle extends from 30" to 48"
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#1238

Garden Bench

SIT-KNEEL & STORE

Garden seat
Soft shatterproof dome won't
crack or break

3 in 1

Kneeler with 1/2” thick foam

#1801

Tool storage

3 in 1

MOSQUITO/INSECT ZAPPER & 3-POSITION LIGHT

Quiet, chemical-free
protection
100% guaranteed
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Turn over - it becomes a kneeler with 1/2" thick foam cushion
Storage under seat for tools
225 lb. capacity
Built-in carrying handles
Weather-resistant

NO CHEMICALS

Weatherproof
(Indoor / Outdoor)
Includes a hook for
hanging

Easy to clean
1. Turn power off
2. Clean under a faucet
3. Air dry

Maximum range

250 Sq.

feet of pest protection

#1386
ULTRA-CUSHION COMFORT

KNEE PADS

Thick Core of Shock-Absorbing
EVA Memory Foam
Quick-dry, wipe clean nylon cover
Thick core of shock absorbing EVA memory foam
Adjustable hook & loop straps for perfect fit
Outer layer is made of water-resistant durable neoprene

Polyester

Neoprene / SBR
(Styrene Butadiene Rubber)

#1385
ULTRA-THICK

CUSHION

Layers of Highest Quality
EVA & Memory Foam
Quick-dry, wipe clean nylon cover
5 Layers of shock absorbing EVA memory foam
Comfort for long periods of kneeling or sitting
Outer layer is made of water-resistant durable neoprene
Easy carry handle

Memory Foam
(Polyurethane Foam)
EVA
(Ethylene - Vinyl
Acetate Copolymer)
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GLOVES

WORK GLOVES
Pre-Loaded 6 Per Clip-Strip
#1562

#1964

MEDIUM DUTY

HEAVY DUTY

MEDIUM DUTY

SPLIT LEATHER

FULL LEATHER

SPLIT COWHIDE LEATHER

#1164

②

④

③

④
③
②
①

③

⑤

②

①

①
① Laminated safety cuff offers
wrist protection
② Soft and durable cow
split leather
③ Protective patch
④ Breathable mesh back to keep
hands cool and comfortable

④

① Soft and sturdy full leather
② Additional protection on
fingers and palm
③ Flexible keystone thumb

① Fine split leather offers great
level of protection
② Flexible keystone thumb
③ Reinforced durable gunn cut

④ Reinforced durable gunn cut
⑤ Elastic wrist keeps debris away

④ Elastic wrist keeps debris away
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Pre-Loaded 6 Per Clip-Strip

Easy setup pre-loaded 6 per clip-strip.
No need to disrupt your current glove program
Great opportunity for incremental sales & profits
29

#3961
HEAVY DUTY WORK GLOVES
Open cuff comfortable fit
Strong durable material
Canvas with pigskin palm

#4642
ALL PURPOSE
WORK GLOVES
Cool fabric back provides more airflow
throughout the gloves.
Split leather is soft and durable,
great for all types of work.
Lightweight materials yield more
versatile function.
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#843
GALLON

2 SPRAYER

#842
GALLON

1 SPRAYER
Funnel top opening makes for easy filling
Includes shoulder strap
Built-in pressure release valve
Measuring marks on side for easy viewing of liquid levels
Trigger with a lock-on option can be engaged for a
continuous spraying
Polyethylene for durability
Pump & carry handle
4 foot hose
Leak-proof when placed horizontally

#841
GALLON

SPRAYER

Brass nozzle
Precise fine misting hand sprayer
Easy adjustable and durable brass nozzle
1/2 gallon high density reinforced, chemical
resistant polyethylene tank
Chemical resistant seals prevent leaks
Thumb operated trigger with lock-on feature
Adjustable nozzle
Built-in pressure release valve
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#1575

4

GALLON

BATTERY POWERED
SPRAYER

E-Z squeeze on / off
No pumping - auto 360° spray
Operates on two (2) AA batteries (not included)
Adjustable nozzle from fine mist to stream.

4 SPRAYER
GALLON

Large 4-inch tank opening
Comfortable backpack straps with pads
Large heavy duty 4-Gallon tank
4 different spray nozzles included
20 inch wand with 59" rubber hose
Easy handle lock for continuous spray
60 PSI pump and spray lever
Multi-hand piston pump lever-Left or Right hand use
Reinforced hose clamp
Ergonomic back curve

SPRAYERS

#269
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LITHIUM BATTERY POWERED

GALLON / 8 LITERS

SPRAYER

w/USB Charger, Metal Wand

#1613

No pumping required and sprays for up to 2 hours on a single charge
Translucent 2 Gallon tank allows for easy monitoring of fluid levels
Adjustable nozzle – sprays from a fine mist to a straight stream
Convenient, padded shoulder strap for comfort and portability

Includes USB cable.

Adjustable
padded
shoulder strap.

Simply press the start/stop
button to spray.
No hand pumping required.
Easy to carry handle.
It is charging when the blue
light comes on, after around
240 minutes all three lights show,
means charging finished.
0-30%

30-70% 70-100%

Rechargeable battery operates for
up to 2 hours of continuous spraying.
※4 hours charge time.

Battery Capacity : 2.5 AH
Pump Voltage : 5V
Current Flow: 0.8 A
Working Pressure : 1.7-2 BAR
Working Time : 120 Minutes
Charging Time : 4 Hours
Product Weight: 2.53 lbs. / 1.15 kgs
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#741

IMPACT SPRINKLER
LARGER AREA
Step Stake







-Wide step platform ensures easy in-ground installation.

Triple Spike Base
-Securely anchors sprinkler to prevent movement
during operation.



                   

                 
     
 

                 

            
                


 
     

#748

ROTARY SPRINKLER
SPIN / 360o







-Fits all standard garden hoses.
-Gentle and even rain-like water diffusion.
-Automatic 360 rotation, no oscillating system waste.
-39 feet diameter wide circle of water.
-360 degree rotation.
-For smaller yards and gardens.
-Manufactured with heavy-duty plastic.
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#1076

EVEN FLOW OSCILLATING
SPRINKLER

GENTLE & EVEN WATER DISTRIBUTION

3,000 SQ.FT

Oscillating Sprinkler with 15 brass nozzles to
distribute water evenly.




#2073

Distance Control

Rotation Control

360º IMPACT
SPRINKLER
Water up to 85’ diameter circle.
Easily adjustable watering
pattern and distance settings.

Spray Control
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Extra Weight for Stability





COLLAPSIBLE
SERIES

COLLAPSIBLE
WATERING CAN

      
      
GALLON / 6L

The folding water spout folds closely to the body. The transparent,
plastic collapsible body folds in for easy storage & mobility.
Folding spout prevents spillage when Carrying.
Transparent & collapsible body.
Drip and leak-proof and doubles as water storage container.
Adjustable spout head changes from a gentle shower to
a steady stream.

#1408

#1407
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COLLAPSIBLE
BUCKET
Perfect for Gardening, Camping,

Cleaning, Boating and Recreational Vehicles.

#1403

Collapsible design makes it easy to store and carry.
Made from heavy duty flexible non-porous silicone material.
Plastic base and rim make it extra sturdy.
Folds flat to 2" for easy storage & mobility.
Convenient hanging hole.

#1402

      
      

2”
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CAMO

OUTDOORSMAN’S CHOICE

#1271

RATCHET PRUNER

Cuts up to 3/4 inch
Teflon coating-low friction smooth cuts
Easy cut ratchet cuts through branches with minimal effort
Cushion grip for less stress on hand

#1269

MEDIUM DUTY CAMO
PATTERN SPORT GLOVES
Spandex sport fit
Strong durable material

#1273

POCKET SAW

Carbon steel - triple-cut 7" blade cuts on push & pull motion
Convenient push button blade locks securely when open or closed
Comfort grip for comfort & control
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#1268
COMPACT FOLDING SHOVEL
Heavy gauge all-steel head
Strong durable handle
Compact size is easy to carry
2-position locking design

Extended : 23 inches
Folded : 9.5 inches

Free

Heavy-Duty
Fabric Sheath with Belt Loop

Free

Heavy-Duty Sheath
with Belt Loop

#1267

MULTI - TOOL

12 Stainless-steel tools in one
Compact size is easy to carry
Heavy-duty sheath with belt
loop included

#1272

MINI-BYPASS LOPPER

Cuts up to 1.5 inch
TeflonTM coating-low friction smooth cuts
Contour non-slip cushioned grips
Steel tube handles
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FORGED STEEL BLADE
-Stays

sharper longer

TEFLONTM COATING
-Low

friction smooth cuts

LOCKING SYSTEM
-Stays

out of the way

CUTS UP TO

1 INCH

#62

HIGH CARBON BLADE
-Stays

sharper longer

#441

TEFLONTM COATING
-Low

friction smooth cuts

CONVENIENT LOCK
-Is

CUTS UP TO

accessible with one hand

5/8 INCH

ADJUSTABLE GRIP SIZES
-large

& small grip sizes cuts up to 1”

LIGHTWEIGHT
-Fiberglass

handle / TPR cushion

GEAR-CUTTING POWER
-Makes cutting 3x easier

HIGH CARBON BLADE

-Stays sharper longer

TEFLONTM COATING
-Low friction smooth cuts

LOCKING SYSTEM

-Secure sliding lock on top

2 GRIP SIZES CUTS

UP TO 1 INCH
41

#443

-Fiberglass

LIGHTWEIGHT

handle / TPR cushion

13

ROUND-POINT HEAD

GAUGE

INDUSTRIAL-GRADE

60”

STEEL BLADE SHOVELS

#3974 WOOD D-GRIP HANDEL
#3977 WOOD LONG-HANDLE

Strong High-Quality
ash wood handle

9”Tempered steel blade

#3977

-Dual rivet construction for maximum strength
-Ultra-sturdy & long socket

#3974

45”

Large forward turned step
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Quality, Value & Innovation
Your Complete Source For Your
Garden Tool Requirements
For a complete overview of all products in our Warehouses,
Be sure to visit our US Quick-Ship Program on our website:
www.centurionbrands.com
1191 Huntington Ave.
Wisconsin Rapids, Wl 54494
sales @ centurionbrands.com
1-877-330-3366
www.centurionbrands.com

Centurion Garden & Outdoor Living
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